Internal Mammary Chain Sentinel Nodes in Early-Stage Breast Cancer Patients: Toward Selective Removal.
Removal of internal mammary chain sentinel nodes (IMCSNs) affects prognosis and treatment of breast cancer, and internal mammary chain radiotherapy (IMCRT) can improve survival for selected patients. This study aimed to determine the effect of IMCSN biopsy on recurrence-free survival (RFS) and overall survival (OS) and to identify predictive factors for IMCSN and distant metastasis. Patients with IMCSNs were selected from a prospective database for the period 1999-2007. Lymphoscintigraphy was performed after intratumoral technetium-99 m injection, and all sentinel nodes were removed. Both RFS and OS were calculated for subgroups with tumor-positive, tumor-negative, or non-removed IMCSNs. Predictive factors were identified for tumor-positive IMCSNs and distant metastasis by regression analysis. For 287 (85%) of 336 patients, IMCSN biopsy was performed, and metastasis was detected in 38 patients (13%). The patients with tumor-positive IMCSNs had poorer OS than the patients with no IMCSN metastasis or non-removed IMCSNs (p = 0.002). These patients also had worse RFS due to distant metastasis (p = 0.002). Axillary metastasis was predictive for tumor-positive IMCSNs (positive predictive value, 38.5%). The predictive factors for distant metastasis were tumor-positive IMCSNs (hazard ratio [HR], 2.5), non-removed IMCSNs (HR, 2.3), tumor diameter greater than 1.5 cm (HR, 3.5), and age older than 65 years (HR, 3.1; reference, < 50 years). Patients with IMCSNs have worse survival due to distant metastasis. The clinically relevant predictive factor for distant metastasis is tumor larger than 1.5 cm. According to the authors' current protocol, IMCSN biopsy is performed for patients younger than 70 years who have a tumor larger than 1.5 cm, with the cardiotoxicity of the adjuvant IMCRT weighed against the survival benefit.